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The Supreme Court Nomination & the Iditarod
This one's going out to Oasis Academy Charter School in Fallon, Nevada.
Aw yeah, it's Flocab doing our thing,
In the middle of March while we're waiting on Spring.
It's big news for the Supreme Court,
Obama's made a choice from a list that is short
For a nomination of a new justice.
But the GOP is trying to cause a ruckus.
Obama's pick is Merrick Garland, a moderate,
And he's hoping he can get the Senate to honor it.
Now come on and let's move on to Ohio,
Some 17-year-olds are saying: “Y'all should count my vote”
For the primaries 'cause they'll be 18
When the election comes, they'll be at the scene.
You know what I mean? And the judge approved,
So now a group of younger voters is on the move.
Speaking of which, Rubio has dropped out,
And due to violence at a Trump rally, it was stopped. Now
In the NFL there is much discussion,
They admitted the link between football concussions
And a degenerative brain disease.
Let's see what type of changes in the game we see.
Now in Brazil, they're not chillin at the beach, man,
People are protesting for an impeachment.
Saying President Rousseff is corrupt,
And for that, and other reasons, their economy is stuck.
So what's up in Syria, y'all?
The Russian military has made a withdrawal.
But Syria says they're not surprised at all,
And that their government and Russia both made the call.
Meanwhile in the world of sports,
But I'm not talking 'bout the basketball courts.
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For the fourth time, Dallas Seavey won the Iditarod,
The dog sled race in Alaska that is really hard.
And his pops got 2nd place,
Guess It runs in the family, 'cause their family runs in the race!
It's Flocabulary, yeah we're all up in your face
With the Week In Rap, so grab a fork and get a taste!
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